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PREFACE
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SECTION I

SUKMARY

This report documents the High Current Power Controller (HCPC) develop-

melt program performed by Autonetics Strategic Systems Division of Rockwell

International. Aspects of the development covered by this report are basic

HCPC concepts, design philosophies, fabrication technirues, and test results.

Also included are reliability, maintainability, safety, and packaging consider-

ations.

The HCPC program consisted of three phases, which were: Phase I, the

preliminary design and breadboard study, Phase II, the development of the final

designs, and Phase III, the fabrication, test and evaluation of the controllers

designed in Phase II. The goal was to develop and deliver three of each type

of HCPC: 10 ampere one phase, 10 ampere three phase, 50 ampere 3 phase, and

400 ampere 3 phase, all utilizing 115 volts, 400 Hz power.

Phase I activities included numerous trade studies and breadboard efforts

to evaluate microcomputer performance, current sensing techniques, relay/cortactor

selection, volume, weight, and power dissipation.

Phase II consisted of refining the basic designs of Phase I with bread-

board testing and design iterations with the goal of arriving at a common de-

sign core of electronics for use in any of the four configurations of power

controllers.

Phwse III, fabrication, evaluation, and test resultr, with problems en-

countered and appropriate solutions, provided confirmation of an acceptable

design.

The major design activities of the HCPC program included: (1) the develop-

ment of the microcomputer software for the timing, control, and trip function
(?) selection of latching contactors with suitable current carrying capability

and minimal size, (3) development of electrically isolated squaring current

sensors, (4) development of a small efficient power supply and (5) packaging



the controllers in a flightworthy configuration.

The primary design goal of the development of a controller incorporating

the advantages of both solid state and electromechanical switches has been met,

with the result being significantly less switching EMI than the electromechanical

cunfiguration and less power dissipation than the conventional .olid state con-

figuration.

2



SECTION II

INTRODUCTION

2.1 Background

Aero Propulsion Laboratory sponsored development of Solid State Power Con-

trollers (SSPCs) had previously emphasized current ratings of less than five amperes.

Although higher current SSPCs have been developed, high power dissipation has been

a ma3or drawback. A hybrid configuration of solid state switraes and electro-

mechanical relays, the High Current Power Controller (HCPC) technique, combines

the advantages of both technologies without the disadvantages of each, i.e. high

power and limited life. The solid state element operates during the transition

states of the switch - it applies power to the load at zero voltage crossing and

removes power at zero current crossing, thus minimizing electromagnetic inter-

ference, It also limits the voltage across the opening or closing relay contacts

to less than two volts, which prevents arcing across the contact and extends

contact life. The relay is used to apply the steady state current to the load at

a voltage drop and power aissipation approximately one tenth that if a solid state

switch.

Rockwell, in late 1976 and early 1977, investigated the feasibility of

using a Solid State Power Controller (SSPC) and electromechanical relay combina-

tion similar to the HCPC technique. That application extended power controller

technology for requirements greater than 2 amperes while preserving the advan-

tages of relays. The investigation indicated significant advantages in performance

and potential cost reductions and served as a base for the HCPC program.

2.2 Objectiv

The objective of the HCPC program was to develop 115 volt, 400 Hz power

controllers at current levels of 10, 50, and 400 amperes, using a combination of

solid state and electromechanical switches.

2.3 Approach

Rockwell's approach utilized the following primary electrical building

blocks:

3
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(1) A solid state switch with a low steady state voltage drop and

high current carrying transient characteristics

(2) Relays with high current capability and low contact resistance

(3) Low power dissipation control and drive electronics

(4) Low power dissipation load current sensors

The solid state switch was mechanized with silicon controlled recti-

fiers (SCRs). A digital microcomputer with a maltiplexed analog-to-digital

converter (AW5) provided the control and trip functions. A current shunt,

coupled with a modulator/demodulator type sensor circuit, was used for load

current sensing.

This approach paralleled the original proposed mechanization with the

exception of the load current sensing technique. A Hall Effect current sensor

was tentativel, proposed but was discarded based primarily on its large size

and its output variations with temperature.

General packaging considerations included volume, thermal dissipation,

and cost. The proposed technique for the control electronics assembly or

electronics module envisioned joining NMOS and hybrid thin/thick film tech-

nologies. Although this approach utilized minimum volume, its disadvantage

was its greater cost. An approach using a discrete component mechanization

that retained the module technique was found to meet all volume requirements

and was more cost effective.

4!



SECTION III

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

3.1 Meehanization/Design

3.1.1 HCPC Configuration

The configurations selected by Rockwell for mechanization of the High

Current Power Controllers are shown in Figure I and 2. The addition of

current limiting resistors in series with the mechanical contacts and the

substitution of a modulator/demodulator type of current sensor is a mod-

ification of the cotifiguration originally proposed.

Current limiting resistors aid in diverting load current to the SCRs

in the event of an overcurrent condition.

Analysis of the various methods of load current sensing available in-

aicates that a modulator/demodulator type of sensing circuit offered overall

advantages in size and was determined to be less of a design risk.

3.1.2 Primary HCPC Circuit Elements

The primary elements developed or selected were as follows: (see Figures

1 and 2):,

(1) Microcomputer with appropriate software for the trip and

control functions

(2) A small, electrically isolated, high current sensor

(3) Solid state switch with suitable high current transient characteristics

(4) Latching mechanical contactors with high current capability

(5) Low power switch drive electronics

(6) Low resistance fuse for the 10 ampere configurations

(7) Small, efficient, electrically isolated power supply

The four basic modes of operation are: (1) Normal turn-on, (2) Steady state on,

5
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(3) Normal turn-off, and (4) Overcurrent based trip. In each mode the mizro-

computer performs a monitor and control function to insure that the relay is

provided with a maximum of protection.

A "normal" operation of a three phase controller, assuming a normal tLrn-

on with a period of steady state on time, followed by a normal turn-off, includes

the following sequence of events: upon receipt of a +5 volt signal on the control

input, the microcomputer begins counting ZVC pulses, while monitoring the control

input. If the control input remains high for 2.5 to 5.0 milliseconds, (1-2 ZVC

pulses) the ml'rocomputer initiates the turn on sequence shown in Figure 3.

First, each pair of solid state switches controlling a phase is turned on at

that phase's next zero crossing, establishing power to the load. In conjunction

with the SCR drives, the relay is commanded on. After the relay latches on,

the solid state switches are turned off, and steady state monitoring for an

overcurrent or a turn off command begins. The microcomputer samples the current

in each phase, via the analog-to-digital converter, every 200 microseconds. The

current data is then processed using an 1
2

t trip algorithm, which results in

a trip if an overcurrent is present. However, the steady-state-on period is

normally terminated by a turn off command. When a turn off command is received,

the solid state switches are turned on, the relay unlatched, and then the switches

cycled off such that the load voltage is removed on the same slope as turn on

occurred.

Overcurrent based trip can occur by either of two means. If the overcurrent

is greatei than 100 percent but less than 1000 percent (100 to 250 percent for

the 400 ampere controllers) of rated load, a timed, or 1
2

t trip results. If an

overcurrent of great magnitude (greater than 1000 percent) is sensed, an in-

stanteous trip is initiated. In either case, once a trip state is initiated,

the solid state switches are turned on, the relay latched off, and subsequently

the switches trned off immediately. However, if the controller is commanded

on into the large faLlt, having been in the off state, the relay is not allowed

to turn on. In that case, the load would only experience a single half cycle

of that load voltage.

8
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3.1.2.1 Microcomputer and Analog to Digital Converter (ADC)

A Rockwell International Model 6500/1 microcomputer and a National Semi-

conductor ADC (ADC 0808) were selected to perform the digital processing. The

Rockwell International microcomputer replaced the Intel Model 8748 originally

proposed due to superior processing speed and extensive in-house development

aids.

3.1.2.1.1 Trip Mechanization and Control Functions

Considerablc time and effort was expended in devising the trip algorithm

and developing the software for the HCPC control and trip functions. The

algorithms evaluated were:

(1) Accumulator n =Accumulator n-I + 12 for I> minimum trip

=Accumulator n-I - 12 for I< minimum trip and

Accumulator n-i >(minimum trip)
2

(2) Accumulator n =Accumulator n-l + 12 - (minimum trip)
2

In algorithms 1 and 2,, the power controller will trip if the Accumulator

is greater than a fixed value.

(3) Trip time is based on 12 n-I -In x In2 being greater than a time

soecified by a lookup table. This algorithm requires a sample rate

above 10 samples per cycle on each phase, but it permits the use of a

trip time-current characteristic curve of any shape.

Algorithm No. 2 was selected as the preferred method to mechanize the trip

function. This algorithm provides for the same computations to be made on each

sample of the load current rather than the multi-decision mechanization of

algorithm No. 1. Algorithm No. 3 requires a higher sample rate of the load

current and the variable trip characteristic feature provides no advantage when

the only trip response required is an 12t curve.

Early work included the evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages of

squaring I in the microcomputer compared to providing an 12 output from the sensor

to the microcomputer. The study concluded that the microcomputer could accommodate

either method. However, the subcontractor developing the current sensor indicated

10



that higher accuracy could be attained with a squared output rather than a

linear output. The decision was made to perform the squaring in the sensor.

Figure 4 is a flow chart if the software developed and is identical for

all four HCPC configurations. The software includes the capability of being

scaled for any of the steady-state currents of 10, 50 or 400 amperes and can

accommodate either a one phase or a three phase configuration.

The use of a microcomputer provided flexibility and programability to the

HCPC design. Programmable selection of HCPC full scale current, which is achieve-

able by digital code selection, will change (1) the fast trip point, (the high

current that causes an immediate trip), (2) the first trip point (the minimum

current that will effect a trip), and (3) the constant value to which the ac-

cumulator is compared (this provides the shape and slope of the trip response

curve). The zero voltage crossing (ZVC) is derived by the ZVC circuits for Phase

A and used br the microcomputer to turn on the Phase A SCRs and to derive the

turn-on timeE for Phase B and C.

A simila- technique is used to develop the timing for Zero Current

Crossing (ZIC). Phase A SCR gate drive is turned off at Phase A negative

voltage maximum and the microcomputer then times the Phase B and C gate turn-off

points based on :he Phase A maximum.

A turn-on a d turn-off delay of 2.5 to 5 msec, (1-2 zero voltage crossings)

in response to a ciange in the Control Input signal, has been incorporated into

the timing sequencý to reduce the sensitivity of the Control Input to noise

transients.

The auxiliary contact of the mechanical switch is used to provide relay

status (open or closed) to the microcomputer.
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3.1.2.2 Load Current Sensor

A shunt current sensor approach was selected as the technique to sense

the magnitude of the load current. This represents a change from the Hall

Effect current sensor originally selected. The Hall Effect sensor technique

was discarded as an approach because of its larger size and the drift with

temperature. Two current sensor suppliers were contacted and asked to quote

to a general set of requirements, One of the suppliers responded verbally,

stating that the size limitations could not be met and that they did not wish

to expend further effort. The other supplier submitted a quotation to include

preliminary drawings and cost. The 50 and 1.00 ampere designs were within size

constraints; the 10 ampere design size was not.

Quote on 50 Amp Sensor (Magnetics Only):

Current Range 0 to 1760 Amps

Size 1.5 x 1.5 x 0.5 inches

Linearity 3 percent

Offset < 16 mV

Offset Drift 40 U V/IC

Frequency Response < 5 percent accuracy,

DC to 400 Hz

The sensor design selected makes use of an HCPC internal conductor as a

resistance element for current sensing. The material selected for the conductor

is manganin, a copper alloy that was chosen for its very low temperature co-

efficient of resistivity. The voltage across the element is thus directly

proportional to line current for all values of temperature within the required

operating range.

The characteristics of the manganin with respect to temperature or

current will directly affect the operation of the total sensor circuit. The

relevant characteristics have been analyzed and are listed in Table 1.
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TABLE 1.

MANGANIN CHARACTERISTICS

Rated Resistance Peak Power Dissipation at Fusing Time at

Current (h) Current Rated Current Peak Current

10A 0.005 423A 0.5 W 0.89 sec

50A 0.001 2121A 2.5 W 0.89 sec

400A 0.000125 j 4383A 20 W 13.3 sec
____ i__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The temperature characteristics of sample pieces of manganin were confirmed

by laboratory tests. The results are shown in Table 2.

TABLE -.

MANGANIN RESISTANCE VS

TEMPERATURE TEST DATA

Temperature Resistance Percent Resistance Percent
(deg C) Ohms (1) Error Ohms (2) Error

-55 0.00450 -0.9 0.00749 -0.8

-34 0.00452 -0.4 0.00750 -0.7

-17 0.00452 -0.4 0.00755 0

0 0.00454 0 0.00755 0

+17 0.00454 0 0.00755 0

+35 0.00456 +0.4 0.00755 0

+75 0.00454 0 0.00755 0

+100 0.00454 0 0.00735 0

+125 0.00454 0 0.00755 0

I3

"(1) •0.05 x 0.4 x 6 inch sheet sample

(2) -0.09 x 0.12 x 5 inch rod STO 0170AB0045 Type II
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The voltage across the manganin is modulated at a 35 kHz rate, passed

through a transformer for isolation, then through a squaring amplifier for

gain and demodulation. The signal is then filtered and supplied to the ADC

for digitizing. The squaring isolation amplifier general characteristics

are in Table 3.

TABLE 3

SQUARING ISOLATION AMPLIFIER DATA

Function: V = 8.26 (V in)2

Accuracy: 2% of point or 2 mV (whichever

is greater) dc to 400 Hz

Isolation: 1000 Vrms

CNRR: >100 dB

V. Range: 0 to +5 volts

Power: =0.150 Watt at + 15 Vdc

Size: 1.4 x 1.1 x 0.475 in.

(may be further reduced)

Packaging: Hermetic high permeability nickel

alloy case with glass pin seals

This sensor was selected on the basim of its high accuracy over the

operating temperature range. Tests of the sensor confirmed the quoted

accuracies at room temperature. Table 4 shows the complete test data.
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3.1.2.3 Solid State Switch

A Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR) was the selected solid state switch

for the HCPC application. For the 10 ampere configurations, the Motorola

2N6507 was selected to replace the originally proposed Unitrode LISR05554F,

due to the cancellation of the entire Unitrode line of "Chipstrate" devices.

The SCRs for the 50 and 400 ampere applications have been changed to the

SemiKron SKKT 90 from the General Electric C380x500. The Semikron devices are

prepackaged in thyristor-modules as opposed to the "hockey-puck" configuration

of the General Electric SCRt that require bulky pressure clamps and isolation

techniques. The Semikron devices were found to be superior in utilizing volume

while still meeting the electrical requirements. For the 400 ampere application,

two SKKT 90 were oaralleled for each half side of conduction required, giving a

total of four SCRs per phase. Series resistors are included in each SCR leg to

force current sharing in event that any mismatch in the forward voltage drop of

any SCR could cause current "hogging". Table 5 lists the critical SCR parameters.

TABLE 5

SCR PARAMETERS

1 _CONTROLLER USE
PARAMETER IO, &3 50A 3 400A, 30•
PAolAgETE A Re'. 1 2N6507 Req. SKT9ST 90(2)9Re4. ~ Reg0(2) 9

Blocking >254V 400V >254V 400V >254V 400V

Voltage

RMS on Current I0A RMS 25A RMS 50A RMS 145A RMS 400A RMS 290A RMS

Fault Current
(from Table 6) 225 A 400 A 1400 A 2000 A 2GOO A 4000 A

Leakage Current I mA 4 mA I mA 4 mA 5 mA 8 mA

di/dt (non-
repetitive) IA/ps _>OA/lisec 5A/usec1 100A/isec 12.5A/asec 20OA/usec

dv/dt 690V/useci.5OV/psec 690V/psecl 500V/P.'c 690V/psec 500V/psecl
(Circuit) -
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The dynamic resistance of an SCR (RSCR) was one of the key characteristics

in the selection of the HCPC SCRs. Consider Figure 5:

1i5V

V * 0.05

VSC A VR - 0.09 (SOFTENING)

VSCR B a 0.37 (MELTING)0.7 + 1 2 R SCR B i1

LLOAD

Figure 5. Relay - SCR Current Sharing

To prevent arcing across the relay contact, the voltage across the latter

must be less than 12 volts. This is no problem at steady state turn-on, since

the voltage from A to B will be less than 2 volts. At turn-off, with the relay

tontact closed, and V R L 0.1 volt, the SCR will assume the steady-state current

as the relay contact opens and clamps the vo.ýage from A to B at less than 2

volts. In the contact closed condition and with a large sudden over-current,

opening the relay contact (ttip condition) with the SCR closed could possibly

overheat the contacts if the current was not limited through the contact. The

resistance R has been added to increase the voltage drop across the contact
S

section and let the SCR assume a share of the overcurrent.

18



The SCRs selected are shown in Table 6.

Table 6

SCR SELECTION

Configuration Specified Rupture Current 1I1 (Relay) 12 (SCR) Condition

10A 400A 175A 225A VR < 0.3V

RSCR - MOM

2N6507

50A 2000A 600A 1400A V R 0.3V
[RSCR f0.0012

i 200A S.KKT 90

S400A 5000A 3000A 20A V R < 0.3V

S O.OOO5Q2I I RSCR O
_ __ t_ 1(2) SKKT 90

i1
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The leakage current of the SCRs sized for HCPC current levels exceed the HCPC

specified maximum. A study by Dalziel and Lagen in the March 1941 issue of Electronics

titled "Muscular Paralysis Caused by Electric Currents" found that 97.5 percent of their

test population could release a 12 mA rms,, 400 Hz sinusoidal current and a 10 mA rms,

60 Hz sinusoidal current. Selection of the 10 ampere SCRs for minimum leakage current

would probably reduce the total leakage current to 4 mA, still in excess of the I mA

HCPC requirement, but appreciably below the 12 mA muscular paralysis level.

The possibility oi reducirg the 50 and 400 ampere SCR leakage current levels

to below 5 mA by selecting SCRs is very low. Consequently, other methods were

considered. These included (1) grounding the HCPC output when not connected to the

aircraft load, (2) providing a resistive path to ground, (3) using a "make-make"

contact relay. This would have to be a specially designed relay that would have one

set of contacts in series with the solid-state switch in addition to the load current

contacts. The SCR would close at a tine between the "make" of the two contacts (the

contact in series with the SCR would cloae first); the sequence would be reversed on

opening. The possibility of having such a relay designed has not been explored, but

it is expected to be more expensive than the presently selected relays and contactors.

Providing a resistive path to ground for the leakage current was selected as

the most economical and easily mechanized approach. To minimize power dissipation,

a positive temperature coefficient resistor is connected from the HCPC output to

S ground. The resistor provides a parh of approximately 100 ohms to ground when the

HCPC is "off" (Vout = 0), but when the HCPC is "on" (Vout = 1L5V 400 Hz), the

effective resistance of the resistor exceeds one megohm. This approach effectively

shunts away current for the no load off or high impedence load condition, minimizing

the potential shock hazard.

3.1.2.4 Relays and Contactors

Selection of suitable mechanical switches for the HCPCs was preceded by a

detailed analysis of switch contact characteristics. As probably could have been

anticipated, the primary characteristics of concern is contact temperature. Over-

heating (and consequent contact deterioration) is due to excessive cuirent, arcing,

-I
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or high contact resistance. Accordingly, the contact size must be matched

to the maximum steady-state current. The contact resistance is kept low by

selecting contact material with high conductivity and by providing sufficient

contact pressure. The effects of arcing are minimized by opening the contacts

rapidly and by using metal alloys developed for such applications.

The great majority of all relays and contactors in the 10 to 400 ampere

class use silver cadmium oxide as the contact material, The softening voltage

of this material is 0.09 volt and the melting voltage is 0.39 volt. The current

limiting resistance values in the HCPCs, in conjunction with the SCRs, are

designed to limit the contact voltage at approximately 0.3 volts, or below the

melting voltage. No other material offered significant additional advantages.

Consequently, silver cadmium oxide was the contact material selected.

In the area of overcurrents, relay and contactors generally are able to

withstand rupture currents (and still open) of approximately 10 times rated current.

However, the same devices can withstand higher overcurrents for the circuit

breaker compatibility condition (withstand current, contact is not required to

open). In HCPC usage, the SCR assumes varying amounts of the over currents,

thus, larger overcurrents can be tolerated in the HCPC configurations compared to

pure relay applications.

Leach relays, types JDL and KDL, were selected for the 10 ampere con-

figurations, respectively, based on their size, maximum steady-state current

* rating, and circuit breaker compatibility. Two KDLs connected in parallel was

the choice for the 50 ampere HCPG for the same reasons. The Hartman B-382 was

selected for the 400 ampere configuration.

An analysis of the mechanisms involved with the operation of electrical

contacts demonstrated some of the advantages of augmenting the electromechanical

contacts with a solid state switch. Typical militarized power contactors are

designed to limit the steady state temperature rise of the power input and output

terminals to 65%C above the maximum rated ambient temperature. The primary

source of heat is the 12R power dissipated by the contacts where R is the

* resistance of the closed contacts and I is the load current. The magnitude of
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R is maintained at sufficiently low values by providing sufficient contact

pressure, large enoLgh contacts, and low resistance terminal-to-contact

wiring.

Designing for a satisfactory contact life requires additional d~sign

considerations. Long contact life requires that the contacts are not con-

sistently overheated wl.en closing or opening, to prevent temporary melting and

subsequent erosion of the contacts. In additiona to the heating of a closed

set of contacts due to 12R, the contacts are also heated due to arcing when

opening. It is convenient to express this heating as caused by VIt, where

I is the current through the contact, V is the voltage across the contacts

and t is equal to the time the contacts are arcing. For this discussion,

assume a resistive load. The magnitude of V for an opening set of silver

cadmium contacts varies from a value of approximately 0.4 volts (the melting

voltage) for the closed, but now opening contacts, to a value equal to the

supply voltage while the contacts are arcing. The arc is extinguished when

the contact separation is sufficiently large or the voltage or current drop

below the minimum values that will sustain an arc (approximately 12 volts

for silver cadmium). The majority of military power contactors are used

with DC, or with 60 Hz or 400 Hz as the supply frequency. The following

conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Since the voltage impressed across an opening set of contacts

is instantaneously the rated supply voltage, a DC application

of a contactor would be more severe on contact life compared to

the cyclic 60 and 400 Hz amplitudes

(2) The 60 Hz application is more severe than the 400 Hz, since t- 2"

Typical electromechanical power contactors achieve the necessary

contact life (for given contact materials) and normal steady state maximums

by:

(1) Providing "double break" contacts; this doubles the distance

the switched voltage must are, thus allowing larger voltage

ratings for given contact travel

(2) Rating the contacts as a function of the frequency of the

switched voltage and switched voltage V maximum. The 65*C

temperature rise limitation of the terminals determines the

maximum current rating,
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71
Since the solid state switch in an augmented power contactor limits

the voltage across the making or breaking contacts of the electromechanical

contactor to less than two volts, arcing will not occur. Thus the above

design considerations required to extend contact life for electromechanical

contactors are not required for the augmented configurations. The result is

that physically smaller contactors could be used in the latter configurations

compared to electromechanical units. For example, the Hartman B-241 DM

contactor is rated for 350A (resistive load) at 115/200V, and 125A at 264/458V

400 Hz. Used in an augmented circuit, the contactor could operate with 350A at

264/458V, 400 Hz. The Hartman B-382 is rated at 120A, 120/208V at 60 Hz and at

200A for both 60 and 400 Hz. It is estimated that contactors used in an augmented

type of AC circuit could be at least 30% less in weight and volume than their

electromechanical counterparts, assuming the same voltage, frequency and current.

It would appear that high voltage DC controllers would benefit most from

eliminating the heating caused by Elt or arcing. However this apparent advantage

may be negated in whole or in part by the additional circuitry that would be needed

to provide the extra transistor base or gate drive when the solid state switch is

required to divert nigh rupture currents.

A contactor could also cnceivably be redesigned to be a single break

contact type and theoretically double its current carrying capacity, without

changing its physical size, The Hartman B-382 is rated for 200A at 400 Hz and

uses double break contacts for each phase, The HCPC technique allows the two series

contacts to be connected in parallel and thus conduct 2 x 200A of current. The

modification is shown in Figure 6. This modification or equivalent is necessary

to meet the weight and volume requirements of the 400A production configuration,
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BEFORE AFTER
400 A

CONTACTCTT

ARE CLOSED ARE CLOSCD

Figure 6 B-382 Contact Modification

This change assumes that the wiring to both sides of the two paJrs of

contacts (two parallel input lines and two parallel output lines) is sized to

conduct 200A through each contact pair, or 400A total. This change also assumes

that L.e weight of the additional wiring on the moving half of the contacts

(fle- ible, suspended, welding cable could be used) will nct seriously impair the

opening or closing action or operating time of the contacts. Since the solid

state switch applies power to the load in the first positive cycle (1.25 MS for

400 Hz), and wa.ts for the relay to close, slowing down the paiallel connected

contacts slightly does not appear to be a serious drawback.

3.1.2.5 Switch Drive Electronics

The SCR Drive Circuit selected uses 50 kHz, transformer coupled power

from the HCPC P, -r Supply and is controlled through optically coupled devices.

The use of line tL. rive power as originally considered, consumed too much

power. A drive circuit similar to the one used for B-1 solid state power

controllers was developed and used on the 10 ampere breadboard configuations;

however, the large number of parts required ruled out this approach.

The drive circuit was designed to accommodate a wide range of SCR re-

quirements. By the selection of a resistor, drive current can be varied from

0 to 150 milliamperes. In addition, a JFET provides a low impedance resistance

path from gate to cathode during the off state, to prevent dv/dt degradation

due to SCR leakage.
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3.1.2.6 Fail Safe Fuse

The fuse concept developed by Autonetics for its 2 ampere solid-state

power controllers was used to generate the 10 ampere design required. In

addition to the requirement to clear at above 10 amperes, the maximum fuse

resistance was set at 10 milliohms to correspond to a fuse voltage drop of
0.1 volt, maximum. Since the 2 ampere fuse was two series elements with a

total resistance of approximately 70 milliahms, the 10 ampere fuse was

initially conceived as consisting of a number of parallel 2 ampere sections
to reduce the resistance. Tests of seven 2 -mpere, two-section fuses connected

in parallel indicate that such a combinati 'ears in 10 seconds at 40 amperes.

This clearing time is within the planned fu- ýearing area. The next step was

to combine the e1-ctrical properties of the seven elements into one composite

element. This was accomplished and verified by test. Figure 7 illustrates the

design concept.

3.1.2.7 Power Suppl'

The power supply is a multiple output flyback AC-to-DC converter operating

at 50 kHz. Regulation is accomplished by pulse-"jidth-modulated drive to a

MOSFET switch that controls the rectified and filtered 400 Hz voltage. Pulse

width modulation is based or voltage/current information received via a separate

feedback winding that also supplies power to the switching regulator control IC.

The multiple outputs provide isolated SCR drive and four levels of voltage (+ 28

Vdc, + 15 Vdc, -15 Vdc, and + 5 Vdc) for use by the control electronics.

The control IC and the drive electronics for the MOSFET power switches are

initially bootstrapped into operation with the incoming line power until the

feed back-winding-derived power approaches the regulation point. The bootstrap

supply is then turned off and normal steady state operation begins. The power

supply provides approximately 2.0 watts with 85 percent efficiency during steady

state operation.
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3.2 Packaging

The final package designs for the four types of HCPC configurations

were the result of a lengthy progression of design interactions centering

primarily on minimum volume and cost. Several of the primary design consider-

ations included the following:

(1) Standard modules for the common electronics
(2) Standardized off-the-shelf drawn metal enclosures

(3) Standard module size for ease of repairability/maintainability

(4) Potting material for sealing and to provide rigidity

The final package configurations are expected to meet all the design

criteria for minimum volume, lowest cost, vibrational and shock characteristics,

eleztrical isolation, and efficient thermal dissipation. The steps taken to

arrive at the final designs will be described in the following sections.

3.2.1 Packa-ing Detail

End item designs evolved through modification of Phase I packaging

concepts, which proposed using three methods to assemble the HCPC components:

(1) To-sided printed circuit board (PCB) modules mounted

to the insides of the enclosure housings

(2) Subasemblies mounted to the base of the housings

(3) Thý seitse resistors, fuses, and power input terminals

mounted on the inside of the lids of the controller enclosures

However, these concepts were found to be volumetrically inefficient after A

electrical design and parts evaluations were finalized. Further packaging

studies conducted subsequent to a first cut layout of the module projected to

the most dense indicated a more efficient approach would be to: (1) stand-

a:dize the size and contents of the PCB modules to the furthest degree, and

(2) mount the components projected for the lid on the PCBs.

The need was established for the PCBs of three major types:
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(1) An AC to DC power supply module including a power

transformer and the zero voltage crossing detection

circuits (See Figure 8)

(2) A microcomputer/ADC module containing the control and

timing circuitry (See Figure 9)

(3) The SCR drive module that provided drive to one pair

of solid state switches. One of these modules is re-

quired per phase (See Figure 10)

Careful consideration was given to PCB design aspects such as circuit

current carrying requirements, line spacing for voltage isolation, the system

grounding scheme, and minimum volume utilization. Once an optimization of the

PCBs was completed, packaging them in a metal enclosure was addressed.

Original plans for the metal enclosure included a cast or brazed housing

with machined metal lid and an RF gasket seal. However, this concept presented

the following disadvantages:

(1) Large size;, due to the need for additional internal board

support, mounting flanges or module guides were required.

(2) Large wiring service loops required for tinal module integration

(3) Insulation requirements around terminals projecting through the

metal cover

(4) Large costs associated with machining requirements

After evaluating possible alternatives, the decision was made to use a

standard deep-drawn can, a metal screen for an RF shield, and thermally con-

ductive potting material to hold the modules and screen in place and dissipate

heat. The decision to use potting material eliminated the need for hea',y metal

heat sinks and/or module guides, increased electrical isolation within the

enclosures, and enhanced vibrational and shock characteristics. Coupled with

a standard drawn can approach, virtually all the costly machining for the metal

lid and housing was eliminated.
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Two differet.t types of potting were planned for prototype and production

use: a "soft" (RTV 511 Silicone) filler for the prototypes and a "hard" cap

(Scotchcraft 281 epoxy) for production usage. Production controllers would

not be filled with the soft material due to the large weight penalty, but just

"capped" to provide the required environmental seal. The cap would consist of

approximately one quarter to one half an inch of potting material at the top

of the enc]osure. Filling the prototypes with just the soft potting provided

an ease of repairability. Figures 11 - 15 illustrate the packaging methods

for the four configurations. Table 7 summarizes the final enclosure dimensions,

volumes, and weights. Table 8 contains the breakdown of the various component

weights.

Table 7

Summary of Enclosure Dimensions

CONFI'. DIMENSIONS VOLUME WEIGHT
(INCHES) (CU INCHES) (POUNDS)

SPEC UNIT SPEC UNIT SPEC UNIT

IOA 10 2.3x2.5x2.6 I 2.31x2.5x2.63 14.95 15.17 ).2 1.06

1OA 30 2.3x2.6x4 2.31x2.75x4.5 23.92 28.61 1.9 1.927

50A 30 2.3x4.4x6.4 2.3x4.4x6.4 64.77 64.77 4.3 4.59

400A 30 4.5x4.6x10.5 4.5x4.6xlO.5 217.35 217.35 15.7 15.69

The 50 ampere, three phase and 400 ampere, three phase controllers were

packaged ond delivered in brassboard configurations that were designed to be as

close to production configurations as possible. All the PCBs are mounted to a

metal base using L-shaped brackets, with the current sensing subassemblies and

the relays directly mounted to the base. Layout of the various subassemblies,

modules, and components was done with the same considerations given to production

design, such as minimum wire service loops, terminal spacing requirements, etc.

A cooling fan was added to each of the 400 ampere controller brassboards to

compensate for the thermal dissipation capabilities lost from the production

design by the absence of thermal potting material and metal enclosures.
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TABLE 8

WEIGHT BREAKDOWN

10 - 10A 30 - IOA 30 - 50A 30 - 400A

Relay *0.073 *0.146 0.292 3.0

Sensor *0.06 *0.18 0.18 0.18

Terminals on boards on boards 0.226 0.913

SCR BD(s) *0.065 *0.195 0.144 0.108

SCR - 1.056 3.3

Wire 0.002(Est) 0.002(Esti 0.046 1.006

Sense Resistor on board on board 0.618

Power Supply *0.180 "0.180 0.184 0.184

ADC/jjp *0.065 *0.065 0.07 0.07

Chassis *0.15 *0.185 0.432 1.004

Mrg Screws on chassis on chassis 0.034 0.068

Potting 0.47 .973 1.928(Est) 5.24(Est)

TOTAL (Pounds) 1.06 I 1.927 4.59 15.69
- I

*These weights were updated to reflect current actual weight of completed

components. The 50/400 ampere weights were not updated, since completed

components reflect the brassboard configurations, which are heavier than

the above flightworthy configurations.
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3.2.2 Assembly Problems

Difficulties in the actual assembly of the controllers, that are common

to all configurations, were manifested most fully in the 10 ampere, three phase

controllers, resulting in a change from the originall) chosen can size.

The original can size for the three phase 10 ampere unit was selected based

on component heights and volumes in the basic design. The can size selected was

2.32" x 2.65" x 4.00" and was calculated to be sufficient to accommodate the

components, boards and wiring. However, following the fabrication and assembly

of the modules and the assembly of the units, the total length of the unit ex-

ceeded the 4.00 inch dimension by approximately 0.2 inches. Closer examination

revealed several contributing areas of dimensional build-up.

(1) The fuse end caps caused the height of the fuses above the

boards to be .050 inches higher than planned

(2) The height of the transforsa•r was .100 inches over the planned

dimension

(3) The height of the capacitors was the maximum dimension rather

than the planned nominal dimension

(4) The crystal configuration required two insulators for spacing

as opposed to one, thereby increasing the overall height

(5) Due to wire routing over components, additional packaging space

was taken

The larger can was also thicker gauge metal, resulting in more outside

* volume and more weight. The larger can required more potting, hence additional

weight. Further refinement of individual ccmponent placement and design would

result in optimization of can size.

As a final note regarding asserbly, the capability for repairing a unit

potted with the soft material was verified toward the final part of the program.

Two units were returned from the potting area in a non-operating mode. The

external metal housing was cut away and the soft potting material carefully

picked apart in the suspected trouble area. A broken wire was repaired and

a short removed.
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the units were then repotted in new metal enclosures. Retest verified

correct operation.

3.3 Test Results

Tests were conducted in accordance with the approved Test Plan (Appendix

A) to verify the basic functional operation of each unit delivered. Two units

of each type were tested for delivery.

3.3.1 Basic Functions

The following tests were chosen from the Test Plan as basic functions for

a high current power controller:

(1) Turn On/Turn Off Times

(2) Trip Out Time

(3) Overload Trip Indication

(4) Output Voltage Drop

(5) Zero Voltage Turn On/Same Slope Turn Off

(6) Power Dissipation

A brief description of each test is included in the following sections,

together with the test results. Generalized results are libted in Tablz 9.

3.3.1.1 Turn On/Turn Off Times

3.3.1.1.1 Test Requirement

The turn-on response requirement was identical for each configuration and

was l' milliseconds maximum. The turn-off response was required to be 20 milli-

secorls maximum for the 10 ampere and 50 ampere cuntrollers, while the 400 ampere

controller was allowed a maximum of 30 milliseconds. Turn-on time was measured

from the application of the minimum turn-on control signal to the receipt of AC

power to the load. Turn-off time was measured from the application of the

maximum turn-off control signal to the removal of AC power to the load.
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TABLE 9

SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS*

I0A 10 I0A 30 ** 50A 30 400A 30

TEST NAME - jS/N 001 S/N 0021S/N 001 S/N 002 S/N 001 S/N 002 S/N 001IS/N 002

TURN ON/OFF TIMES PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS IPASS PASS PASS

TRIP OUT TIME PASS PASS PASS PASS FAIL 'PASS PASS PASS

TRIP INDICATION PASS(1) PASS FAIL(2) PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS

VOLTAGE DROP PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS FAIL FAIL

ZERO VOLTAGE TURN ON PASS PASS PASS FAIL(3) FASS PASS PASS PASS

SAM SLOPE TURN OFF jPASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASSI __ __I I PASS [_ _ L I

* These are tests that were conducted on every unit. In addition Control/Reset Inp,,t

Voltage and Current, Output Leakage Current and Removal Time to Reset were run on

one 1OA three phase unit. The unit passed each test.

** INTERMITTENT RELAY

(1) TE.A•AGE IN OFF STATE = 140 JiA

(2) SINKS 10 MA BUT WILL NOT WITHSTAND 30 VOLTS

(3) EXCEEDED REQUIRE:ONT BY 2 VOLTS

4
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3.3.1.1.2 Test Results

The maximum turn-on time for any controller was recorded as 7.5 milli-

seconds. The following maximum turn-off times were observed:

10A 10 :. 7 millisecondb

10A 30 and 50A 30 : 15 milliseconds

400A 30 : 25 milliseconds

3.3.1.2 Trip Out Time

3.3.1.2.1 Test Requirements and Results

Trip times for each configuration are required to slay within the

bcundaries of "trip curves" graphed on a log-log scale, based on families

of I
2

t lines. The trip time data for each controller was overlayed on the

graphs (see Figures 16-22) to verify compliance with requirements. All the

controllers met the requirements with the exception of S/N 001 of the 50

ampere configuration. The one controller would require a small modification

to the ADC reference to correct the deficiency.

3.3.1.3 Overload Trip Indication

3.3.1.3.1 Test Rpouirements and Results

For all configurations, the state indication, when tripped, was required

to sink 10 milliamperes (maximum) with a voltage drop of 1.5 volts dc (maximum).

When in the "not tripped" state, the indication was required to have a maximum

leakage of 50 microamperes while applying 30 volts dc,

No difficulty was encountered for the tripped state requirements, but one

of the units would not withstand the 30 Vdc requirement, due to the wrong tran-

sient protector being plazed in parallel with the indication. A 12 volt part was

inserted instead of a 36 volt part. In addition, one of the units exceeded the

allowed leakage by qo microamperes. Both failures could be corrected without

difficulty.
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3.3.1.4 Output Voltage Drop

3.3.1.4.1 Test Requirements

For all configurations, the HCPCs were required not to exceed 0.300 VRMS

drop across the power-in to power-out terminals when carrying rated load. No

difficulty was encountered, with the excee- ion of thL 400 ampere units. Test

analysis showed the problem to be with terminal-to-cable interfaces and not with

the relay or sense resistors.

Table 10

Voltage Drop (in volts) at 100 Percent Rated Load

IOA 10 S/N 001 0.259
SIN 002 0.252 __________

10A 30 SIN 001 0.245 0.250 0.253
g S/N 002 0.222 0.217 0.220,

50A 30 S/N 001 0.280 0.230 0.228
S/N 002 0.257 0.250 0.239

400A 30 S/N 002 0.360 0.390 0.388 I
S/N 003 0.360 0.372 0.390

The 400 ampere voltage drop could be reduced an average of 100 millivolts

by soldering the terminal -to-cable connc~tions in the main current conduction

pnth.

3.3.1.5 Zero Vol-age Turn On/Same Slope Turn Off

3.3.1.5.1 Test Requirements/Results

All configurations were required to ccmplete turn-on (apply load voltage)

at zero voltage crossover ± 10 volts. In addition, each controller was required

to turn-on and turn-off at the same voltage slope. All units except S/N 002 of

1OA, three phase configuration, passed without difficulty. S/N 002 turn-on

* occurred at i 12 volts but met the same slope requirements.
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3.3.1.6 Power Dissipation

3.3.1.6.1 Requirements and Results

Controllers were required to meet no load maximums as well as rated

load maximums. Results are plotted with requirements in Figures 23-30, and

are based on the analysis of power supply dissipation plus the voltage-drop-

times-current dissipation experienced in each controller. With the exception

of the 400 ampere three phase controller, all configurations met their re-

quirements. The 400 ampere difficulty is caused by excess voltage drop,

whose cause has been defined and isolated. See the voltage drop section,

paragraph 3.3.1.

3.3.2 Test Conclusions

Test results verified that operation of the High Current Power Controllers

was in accordance with the greater part of design goals. Each type controller

performed satisfactorily in each area of testing with the exception of voltage
drop in the 400 ampere units. All problems were identified as correctable with
a minimum of further effort.

"3.4 Reliability/Maintainability

The design inherent reliability of each of the High Current Power Controllers

(HCPCs) has been predicted in accordance with the provisions of the reliability

prediction handbook. The results of these predictions have been used to project

the maintainability characteristics of the HCPC units. The maintainability and

reliability potentials of the HCPSs were then compared to the operational re-

liability and maintainability characteristics of a conventional electromechanical

power controller. As shown in the following paragraphs and tables the new design

will provide improvements in both the reliability and the maintainability of the

power controllers. tapendix B contains the predicated reliability calculations.
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3.4.2 Reliability

The predicted Mean-Time-Between Failures (MTBF) for each of the four HCPC

configurations are summarized in Table 11. Those values are the results of the

predictions which were prepared per the provisions of MIL-HDBK-217C Notice 1,

"Reliability Prediction of Electronic Equipment". The part failure rate models

used for these predictions were taken from this reliability handbook. These part

failure rate models -nciude the effects of part electrical stress, thermal stress,

operating environment, quality level and complexity through the appropriatt

factors. Since none of the HCPC contain redundancy in their design, the part

failure rates were combined using the model for a series system (summation of

individual part failure rates).

These predictions reflect the design inherent reliability of mature units

which are comprisea of high quality parts. For the predictions the following

part quality levels were assummed: (1) all transistors and diodes are JANTX,

(2) all capacitors and resistors are level R, (3) all integrated circuits are

class B, and (4) all other parts are of an equivalent high quality level.

In lieu of more precise data, average part stress values have been used

for both the electrical and thermal stress conditions. The average ambient

operating temperature was estimated to be 50*C. The electrical stress ratios

were estimated to be 0.6 for all parts used in normally active circuits and

0.1 for parts used in circuits which are normally off or in a standby mode.

3.4.3 Maintainability

A maintainability study of the HCPC controller was completed to afford a

basic for determining realistic and meaningful maintainability requirements.

The prelimin.Ly corrective maintenance time prediction which reflects

the new HCPC design, was derived using the procedures described in MIL-HDBK-

472. The mean corrective maintenance time (Me) was calculated using the(c)

following formula:
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Z(AMc) i

ýic C

Where:

S= average part failure rates in failures

per 10-6 hours

M = corrective maintenance time in hours
C

The predicted corrective maintenance times for each of the HCPC's, LRU's and

SRUs, have been summarized in the following table.

TABLE 12

Predicted Mean Corrective Maintenance Time Summary

LRU

10 AMP 1 PHASE 52 Hin

10 AMP 3 PHASE 52 Min

50 AMP 3 PHASE 53 Min

400 AMP 3 PHASE 54 Min

SRU R

POWER SUPPLY 56 Min

MICRO PROCESSOR 58 Min

SCR ELECTRONICS 56 Min

3.4.4 Qcalitative Comparison

A qualitative comparison was made between the HCPC and a conventional

electro-mechanical power controller. The conventional design uses a circuit

breaker, a relay and a relay driver. This conventional design, though less

complex (fewer parts) will be less reliable and will require more maintenance

then the new HCPC. The improvement in reliability has been achieved primarily

by eliminating the circuit breaker and reducing the ele':trical stress on the

relay. 3oth of these actions eliminate or minimize possible mechanical

wearout modes.
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lihe prototype design incorporates several unique maintainability design

features. They include the use of "standard modules", used throughout the

different LRU configurations. All configurations use the same Power Supply,

Microprocessor and SCR module. Also all equipment required is packaged in

one LRU configurations. They require no adjustment at the LRU level. The

Power Controllers require no schedule maintenance or on aircraft adjustments.

Table 13 summarizes pertinent characteristics of the HCPC and electro-

mechanical units for comparison.
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3.4.5 Quantitative Comparison

For further comparison purposes the operational reliability of the

conventional electromechanical controller has been established by assuming

that the units will meet the reliability requirements of the B-1 specifi-

cations. Table 14 lists the predicted reliabilities and corrective mainte-

nance times of the various units.

TABLE 14

Predicted Reliability & Maintainability

NEW HCPC DESIGN

!0 Amp 1 Phase 10 Amp 3 Phase 50 Amp 3 Phase 400 Amp 3 Phase

MTBF NEW DESIGN 117.637 Hr. 70, 663 Hr. 61,697 Hr. 63,174 Hr.

EXISTING 3o,110 Hr. 38,110 Hr. 38,110 Hr. 3P,llO Hr.
DESIGH

3.5 Safety

A haz.rd analysis was conducted on the High Current Power Cortrolle:s, as

high voltages/currents ara harnoied as a matter of course. lerminrl layout, re-

latzve to voltage isolation between phases and leakage current were of primary

concern. All precautions irn Zhe design were taken to minimize fazard to personnel.

During norm3l operation, HCP\.s pose no hazard, bLt unde- certain operating

conditions potential noaza-ds do exist. They are:

(1) During .ny activity uhere piwer is applied to thz HCPC and touching,

prob=ng Dr otherwise making contact with the coitroller is planned

(2) With power applied to the controller and no load at:ached to the power-

out terminal, or with sy~tem wiring attached 1.ut no load connected,

a potential shock hazara exists should an ou.--of-speclfication HCPC

be employed. Care should be exercised not to make conzact with either

the power out terminal or the unloaded end of the system wiring.

The hazard analysis results are shown in Table 15.
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S3.6 Design to Cost

Consideration was given to a specific design-to-cost effort in each

phase of the HCPC program. All decisions relative to HCPC design, especially

in the packaging area, contained basic design-to-cost criteria.

The key elements providing the lowest possible costs consistent with

reliable power controllers are:

(1) Standardized electronics, including the microcomputer concept

that allowed sufficient flexibility for use in four configuratiors

(2) Standard module size for maintainability/repairability

(3) Maximum use of two sided PCB's to mount and interconnect the

electronic parts

(4) Minimum number of sub-assembly types, including PCBs

(5) The decision to pot all the hardware in the enclosures was

partly based on anticipated lower costs; this eliminated the

need for most of the loose hardware and the assembly steps

that would have been required to fasten the sub-assemblies in

various areas of the enclosures.

(6) The costs associated with fabricating the interconnections

and assembling the SCRs into back-to-back switches for the

50A and 400A configurations (the method originally proposed)

were eliminated by replacing this design approach with purchased

pre-assembled SCR pairs

(7) The enclosures are "drawn" off-the-shelf cans or modifications

of the same, replacing the more expensive cast or brazed housings

selected for the preliminary designs

Decisions relative to short versus long term production and production

volumes are critical in a development program. Tooling costs, mask charges,
assembly techniques, etc. can be absorbed with a minimum impact on a larger -

production program. Should a production follow-on be initiated, further studies

would need to be conducted concerning elements such as hybrid versus discrete

mechanization and wire harness versus mother board/connector approaches.
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The HCPC development program has added a new, desirable candidate con-

figuration to the area of high voltage, high current power controllers. HCPCs

provide all the electronic benefits of solid state power control without the

disadvantages of high power dissipation/voltage drop and DC offset voltage

ass)ciated with solid statu switch elements. HCPC advantages over the electro-

mechanical configurations include reduced EMI, full cycle control, i.e. load

voltage slope control during turn-on and turn-off, and increased reliability.

The program also:

(1) Provided operating prototypes of flightworthy versions of the

10 ampere, one phase and 10 ampere, three phase controllers and

brassboard models of the 50 ampere, three phase and 400 ampere

three phase controllers

(2) Provided a method for the virtual elimination of potential shock

hazard, during a no load condition, to maintanence personnel

(3) Verified the concept of microcomputer flexibility for power

controllers

The HCPC development effort also indicated the desirability, from a cost

and functional operation viewpoint of further modifying the augmented circuit

configurations. The system design changes recommended are:

(1) Replace the relatively expensive magnetic current sensor (I per phase)

with CMOS microcomputers (I per phase); the costs of 3 CMOS pCs and 3

ADCs is expected to be siRnificantly lower than the cost of the 3

magnetic current sensors replaced.

(2) Recent breadboard test indicated that SCR gate drive current could

be obtained through field effort transistor switches from the power

bus. Such a change would significantly reduce the current required

from the HCPC power supply.

(3) The use of the inherently low power CMOS VCs (they were not available

* during Phase I and II of the HCPC program) plus deriving SCR gate power

directly from the power bus, would allow a significant reduction in

the size and comple~ity of the HCPC power supply module.
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Recommendations concerning detailed design changes include:

(1) Problems were encountered with reducing the noise couplei to the

input of the ZVC circuit. It is recommended that future HCPC con-

figurations move this circuit from the Power Supply module to

the Microcomputer uodule.

(2) The power transformer should be redesigned to include an electro-

static shield be.ween the primary and secondary windings. This

change would not be necessary if the HCPCs convert to the simDlified

power supplies previously mentioned.

(3) Several moderate problems are foreseen with repairing the hard potted

units (the production packaging) indicating that the approach should

be modified to replace the epoxy potting used as the housing lid with

an inherently hard material such as epoxy glass board. This would

allow a reusable lid, a red-iction in weight, and enhance the ease of

repairability of the controllers,
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1. SCOPE

2.1 Introduction

This document defines the Compliance Test requirements for
High Current Power Controllers (HCPC's).

This document is prepared to satisfy the requirements of
Contract Data Requirement List (CDRL) Sequence 008, "Research
and Davelopment Test Plan".

1.2 HCPC Description

The HCPC is primarily planned for use to control 115 volt, 400
4z AC power within an aircraft. Four types of HCPC's are herein
to De tested; (1) a 10 ampere, 1 phase, (2) a 10 ampere, 3 phase,
(3) a 50 ampere, 3 phase, and (4) e 400 ampere, 3 phase controller.

1.3 Administrative Data

1.3.1 Purpote of Test

The tests listed in this document shall be perfornned to satisfy
the requirements for a functional test of the deliverable HCPC's
specified by the AFAPL F33615-78-C-2202 Procurement Specification.

1.3.2 Marufacturer Test Item Description

IDA 1 9 FNightworthy HCPC 14255-507-1
IOA 30 Flightworthy HCPC 14256-507-1
50A 36 Fliohtworthy HCPC 14257-507-1

400A 3 P F'ightworthy HCPC 14258-507-1

50A 3o Breadboard HCPC 14259-507-1
400A 3 Q B-xadboard HCPC 14260-507-1

1.3.3 Items To Be Tested

All items delivered shall be tested as inaicated in this speci-
fication.
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1.3.4 Security Classification

Unclassified

1.3.5 Test Location

Rockwell International, ASSD, Anaheim, California, Buildings 231,

251, and 252.

1.3.6 Disposition of Test Specimen

To be delivered to AFAPL as specified in Section J, Paragraph Xi
of contract.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUME11TS, MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT

2.1 Documents Required By This Specification

The following documents, to the extent indicated, form a part of
this specificaticn. in ttie event of any conflict between the
requirements of this specification and the listed documents, the
requirements of this specification shall govern.

2.1.1 Specifications

Drawins, Specification or Exhibit-

Autonetics, C79-463.1/201 HCPC Research and Development
Ttst Plan

AFAPL F33615-78-C-2202 HCPC Development Specification

2.2 Documents Calling Out This Specification

In the event of any conflict betweer, the requirements of this
specification and documents calling out this specification, the
requirements of the document calling out this specification shall
take precedence.

-



2.3 Equipment and Material

2.3.1 Equipment and material used shall be selected to achieve the
purpose of this process specificaton.

2.3.2 External components specified in this document may be replaced
by components with equivalunt electrical characteristics.

2.3.3 Test equipment such as switches, meters, loads and Dower supplies
shown in Figure 1 are used to indicate the stimuli and responses
required to conduct a particular functional test. Other test
equipment and/or test sequences that provides the same stimuli
and responses and that performs an equivalent functional test
may be used.

3 REQUIREMENTS

3.1 General Require•ments

3.1.1 Safety Precautions

3.1.1.1 Electric potentials in excess of 200 volts and cur-ents exceeding
400 armperes may exist in the HCPC or on the test equ 4Fnent -onnected
to the HCPC. Extreme caution should be observed in touching, probing
or otherwise making contact within the HCPC or the test equipment.

3.1.1.2 The HCPC shall not be connected to or removed from energized equio-
ment.

3.1.2 Environmental Conditions

3.1.2,1 Operations required by this process shall be performed at ambient
temperature of 25 (+15, -5)0 C, a barometric pressure of 30 + 2
inches of mercury, and a relative humidity up to 90 percent.
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3.1.2.Z Cooling air, 3t e temperature of 25, +15, -5 C and a relative
humidity of less than 90% shall be supplied to the HCPC at a
flow rate equal to or areater than 50 CFM.

3.1.3 Record of Data

3.1.3.1 Test data required by this specification may be recorded on
any suitable form.

3.1.3.2 Paragraphs preceded by (R) require recording data.

3.1.4 Preliminary Examination

3.1.4.1 Before testing, the unit shall be checked to see that it has
passed assembly inspection.

3.1.5 Measurements

3.1.5.1 When determining the acceptability of a test value, the specifi-
cation limits shall be considered absolute, regardless of the
number of decimal places, and are to be used as if they were

continued with zeros.

3.1.5.2 Absolute values are specified herein. The calibrated tolerances
of the measuring equipment must be subtracted from the absoiute
limits.

3.1.5.3 Unless otherwise specified, meter tolerances shall, at no time,
be greater than 5 percent of the voltage and current specified.
This does not apply to waveform measurements.

3.1.6 Test Personnel

3.1.6.1 Personnel performing the requirements of this specification shall
have a working knowledge of the type of equipment used to test
the HCPC.
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3.1.7 Equipment Calibration

3.1.7.1 Personnel performing the requirements of this specification must
confirm that the test equipment used to test the HCPC is cali-
brated and sealed.

3.1.8 HCPC Power, Signal, and Load Requirements

To demonstrate the electrical performance of the HCPC, the
following power levels and loads shall be used.

3.1.8.1 Power Requirements

Maximum
Current

Symbol (Volts) (Hz) Requirement

o* AC IN (80 - 1501VRMS + 3P 400+ 22 4000 A

CONTROL 0.0 - 8.0** DC 10 mA

TRIP 30.0, + 0 - 0.3 DC 10 irA(current
limited)

+ Voltage is nominally 115 RMS, but is variable throughout
range specified.

* Terms are A through C.

"**Voltage is variable throighout range specified.

3.1.8.2 Signal Requirements

3.1.8.2.1 Trip Indication

3.1.8.2.1.1 The HCPC Trip Output signal shall be at non-tripped condition
during normal operation and at the tripped condition following
on electrical overload as follows:

Term State Vt I

TRIP Non-Tripped 30, +0 - 0.3 Vdc <0.05 mA

TRIP Tripped < 1.5 Vdc 10 + 0.1 mA
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3.1.8.2.2 Control Input Signal

3.1.8.2.2.1 The HCPC AC output is commanded by the Control Input signal. The
Control Input Signal is True to command the AC Switch "ON" and
False to command the AC Sw, ch 'OFF".

Term State V1  12

CONTROL True (ON) 5 + 3.0, -1.5 Vdc < 10 mA

CONTROL False (OFF) 0.0 + 2.0, -0.0 Vds < 1.0 mA

3.1.8.2.3 All alternating voltages and currents are R.M.S. unless other-
wise specified.

3.1.9 Test Sequence

Unless otherwise specified, the test requirements of this
specification may be performed in any sequence.

3.2 Detail Requirements

: Testing of the HCPC will include but not be limited to the
test outlined in Table I.

3.2.1 HCPC Tests

3.2.1.1 Control Input Voltage & Current
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3.2.1.1.1 Requirement. When tested as specified, the turn-on and turn-
off voltage shall be as follows:

Control Circuit (All Configurations)

Supply Voltage +8.0 Vdc maximum
+5.0 Vdc rated

Turn-on Voltage +3.5 Vdc minimum
Rate of Change 0.5 volts/microsecond/minimum

Turn-off Voltage +2.0 Vdc maximum
Rate of Change 0.5 volts/microsecond/minimum

input Current 10 milliamperes nuximum
+5.0 volts rate input voltage

3.2.1.1.2 Test Method. The turn-on and turn-off voltages shall be
verified as follows:,

Turn-on Voltage. With tre controller connected as shown in
Figure 1, apply rated supply voltage and adjust the load
resistance for rated load ± 10 pFrrent. Apply the minimum
turn-on voltage with che control functinn generator and note
that the controller turns ON. Record results as Pass/Fail.

Turn-off Voltage. With the controller ON at rated control, apply
the maximum turn-off voltage with the function generator and note
that the controller turnr, OFF. Record results as Pass/Fail.

3.2.1.2 Control input Transients

3.2.1.2.1 Requirerents. When tested as specified, the controller shall
not be damaged.

3.2.1.2.2(RI Test Method The following transients shall be applied between
the signal ground terminal and the control terminal (source
impedance is 500 ohru"s):

A train of ten pulses of plus and minus 100 volt peak amplitude
and 100 microsecond duration each, repeated 10 times at 3 second
intervals.

Repeat test (1) between terminals, trip indication and around.

- Record results as Pass/Fail.

A
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3.2.1.3 Overload State (Trip Indication)

3.2.1.3.1 Requirement. When controllers are tested as specified, the
state indication shall be as follows:,

Jcate Indication Signal (All Configurations)

Tripped 1.5 volts dc maximum,
sink 10 mA maximum

Not Tripped 50 microamperes maxirnuir
dc leakage at 30 volts

3.2.1.3.2(R)Tect Method. Connect the controller as shown in F'sure i

Apply rate supply voltage and adjust toe load res'stsice fr
200 1 10 percent rated load. Aeply control signal and observe
that-the controller turns, ON anc trips out With the indmcat-o.r
sinking 10 mA, measure dnd record the voltage drop fror "TriD'
to ground. it mtst not ex(eed 1.5 Vdc. Remove toe contro

1

signal and cbserve the controller reset. Measure dnd record
leakage of iodicat;on w"en applying 30 Vdc + 1%. It must not
exceed 50 microamoeres.

3.2.1.4 Turn-On & Turn-Off Times

3.2.1.4.1 Requirement. wher tested as s~ecfi•, the Lurn-on aec turr.-off
times sha I be as folio'w-

Response (All Conf gur?,ions)

Turn-On Time 15 nil!-seconds meximup

Response2 (10 A, -IC Aj

Turn-Off Time 20 mil•isecc,ýis maxi-Jm

Response (400 A)

Turn-Off Time 30 milliseconds maximum
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3.2.1.4.2(R) Test Method. Measure and record turn-on and turn-off times
with the controller operated as follows.,

TJrn-On Time With the contruller connected as shown in
Figure 1, apply rated supply voltage and adjust the load
resistance for rated load + 10 percent. Apply the minimum
turn-on voltage with the control function generator and note
that the co;,troller turns ON. Record the time between appli-
cation of control ana receipt of ac power to the load.

Turn-Off Time With the controller ON at rated control voltage,
apply the maximum turn-&ff voltage with the function generator
and note that the controller turns OFF. Record the time between
removel of control and removal of AC power from the load.

3 ? 1.5 Isolation

3.2.1.5.1 Requiremnts, When tested as specfied, the folloiing require
ments appey:

Dielectric Withstanding Voltage. There shall be no leakage
current in excess of1.0 milliampere (ma) nor evidence of
damage to arcing (air discharge), flashover (surface discharge),
or insulation breakdown (puncture discharge).

insulation Resistance. The insulation resistance shall 'e
greater than 100 megohms.

32.l.5.2,R) <es; Method. The Power-in terminal, Dower-out terminal ind
Dower-g9ouna terminal shall be shorted together. Where appli-
: az;e. ihe control terminal,state indication terminal, and
signi grouno ýerminal snall be shorted together. Measurement
sial' De made •n accordance with the following MIL-STD-202
paragraqns, except the points of application shall be between
:ce siwial gtound and cower ground terminals.

insulation ýesstance. Controllers shall be tested in accordance

with Method - of M-IL-STC-202. The following details srall apply:

a Test .ondition - A

b. Preparations -- None

c. Points of Meas.rement - The terminals shall be shorted
together and measu-epents taken between enclosure and
terminals.

d. E'ectrification Time - 2 minutes

e. Measurement Error - As specifiea in MIL-STD-202.



3.2.1.5.2(R) Continued

Dielectric Withstanding Voltage. Controllers shall be tested
as follows: t

At Atmospheric Pressure. Controllers shall be tested in
accordance with Method 301 of MIL-STD-202. The following
details shall apply:-

a. Preparations - Not applicable

b. Test Voltage 1 1000 vRMS

c. Nature of Potential - AC

d. Duration - As specified in MIL-STD-202

e. Points of Application - All terminals shall be shorted
togetner and the test voltage applied from terminals
to case.

f. Leakage Current - 1.0 mA maximum

g. Following these tests, controllers shall be examined for
evidence of arcing, flashover, insulation breakdown and
damage.

3.2.1.6 Output Voltage Drop

3.2.1.6.1 Re~grmnts. When tested as specified, the voltage drop shall
note xcee vRRMS maximum (per phase) for load current values
from no load to lO0 rated.

3.2.1.6.2(R) Test Method. With the controller connected as shown in
Figure 1, measure and record the voltage between the power-in
and power-out terminals while operating at 10, 50, and 100
percent rated load. A true RMS voltmeter shall be used.

3.2.2.7 Output Leakage Current

3.2.1.7.1 Reoquiremnt. When tested as specified, the leakage current
"noshal not exceed the following values:

10 A and 50 A Configurations I mA (Per PhaseY at
rated voltage

400 A configurations 10 mA (Per Phase) at
rated voltage
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3.2.1.7.2(R) Test Method. Connect the controller as shown in Figure 1,
itF the load resistance adjusted for a maximum of IOK ohms

rated supply voltage applied and the control circuit open,
measure and record the leakage current.

3.2.1.8 Operating Voltage Transients

3.2.1.8.1 Requirements. When tested as specified with the control
signa OFF, the controller shall not be damaged, be tripped
or deviate from the OFF state. With the control signal ON,
the controller shall not be damaged or tripped, but may go
to the OFF state.

3.2.1.8.2(R) Test Method. Connect the controller as shown in Figure 1.
Adjust load resistor for rated load and control function
generator for maximum turn-off voltage. Apply control signal
and perform the following tests, verifying the requirements
in 3.2.2.8.1 with Pass/Fail.

a. Apply rated supply voltage and frequency for 5 seconds
and then apply 180 volts rms for a period of 0.120
seconds.

b. Apply rated supply voltage and Frequency for 5 seconds
and then apply 140 volts rms for a period of 1.3 seconds.

c. Apply rated supply voltage and frequency for 5 seconds
and ther apply 65 volts rms for 0.020 seconds.

3.2.1.9 Zero Voltage Turn-On/Zero Current Turn-Off

3.2.1.9.1 Requirement. When tested as specified, controller turn-on
shall occur at zero voltage crossover + IOV, and the controller
turn-off shall occur at zero current crossover + O.SA, + 2A and
+20A for the 10A, 50A and 400A configurations, respectively.
The controller shall turn-on and turn-off at the same voltage
slope (turn-off at tne opposite half-cycle from turn-on).

3.2.1.9.2(R) Test Method. Copnect the controller as shown in Figure 1. Apply
rated supply voltage and adjust load resistor for rated load.
With the control function generator adjusted for rated turn-on
voltage, first apoly and then remove the control signal and
monitor the load voltage and current. Measure and record the
turn-on and turn-off points.
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3.2.1.10 Trip-Out Time

3.2.1.10.1 Requirements L
a. Non-repetitive Reset. When tested as specified, the

trip time shall be within the limits specified in
Figure 2 A, B, C and D (minimum 2.0 seconds between
resets).

b. Repetitive Reset. When tested as specified, the con-
troler trip times shall be within the limits specified
in Figure 2. Tho controller shall not be damaged.

3.2.1.10.2 Test Method. Connect the power contrrller as shown in Figure 1.

a. Non-'epetitive Reset. With rated supply voltage, verify
that the controller meets the specified trip characteristics
at overcurrent levels of 200%, 700% and 1250% of maximum
rated current.

b. Repetitive Reset. With rated supply voltage and load
resistor adjusted for 200 + 10% rated load, apply control
signal 10 times at 5 second intervals, observing the
controller trip each time the control is applied. Record
the results on a Pass/Fail basis.

3.2.1.11 Power Dissipation

3.2.1.11.1 Requirements. When tested as spec,fied, the power dissipation
shall not exceed the values specified in Figure 3 A, B, C and
D for 'ON' and, tne following for OFF.

OFF 10 A, 1 0 = 3.0 watts
OFF 10 A, 3 0 = 4.C watts

OFF 50 A, 3 Q = 5.0 watts
OFF 400 A. 3 0 = 5.0 watts

3.2.1.11.2(R)Test Method. Connect the cortroller as shown in Figure 1 with
the load resistance adjustea for short circuit. With rated
supply voltage applied, and the controller OFF, measue and
record the power dissipation for the OFF state. Measure and
record the power dissipation for the ON state for loads of 10,
50, and 100 percent rated load with the rated control voltage
applied.
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3.2.1.12 Radio Interference (Conducted)

3.2.1.12.1 Requirement. When tested as specified, controllers shall
meet the requirements of MIL-STD-461.

3.2.1.12.2(R)Test Method. Controllers shall be tested as specified in
MIL-STD-461.

3.2.1.13 Removal Time To Reset

3.2.1.13.1 Requirement. When tested as specitied, the controller shall
not reset when the control signal is removed for a time duration
less than the minimum time specified (5.0 milliseconds) and
reapplied. The controller shall reset when the control signai
is removed for the maximum time specified (20 milliseconds) or
longer and reapplied.

3.2.1.13.2(R)Test Method. Connect the controller as shown in Figure 1. Apply
rated supply voltage and adjust the load resistance for 200 + 10
percent rated load. Adjust control function generator for rated
control voltage. Apply control signal and observe that the con-
troller turns ON and trips out. Apply reset signal, and observe
that the controller resets.
Follow this same procedure, except the reset signal shall be
applied for a time duration less than the minimum specified
time. Observe that the controller does not reset. Apply a
reset signal for longer than the maximum time specified. Observe
that the controller does reset. Record all results on a Pass/
Fail basis.

3.2.1.14 Trip Free Characteristics

3.2 1.14.1 Requirement. When tested as specified, the controller shall
reset, trip out, and stay tripped out for the duration of the
test.
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3.2.1.14.2(R)Test Method. With the controller connected as shown in
Figure 1, apply rated voltage, adjust load resistor for
short circuit, and apply rated cont.'ol voltage. Observe
the controlle" trips out. Reset the controller by removing
rated control voltage. Maintain no control voltage for one
minute and verify that the controller resets only once.

3.2.1.15 Fail-Safe (10 Amp HCPC)

3.2.1.15.1 Requirement. lhc controllers shall incorporate a "fail-safe"
feature in the event the "trip circuit" fails to perform its
function during an overload condition. When tested as specified,
the Fail-Safe element (fuse) shall open the circuit between 2
seconds and 20 seconds for an overcurrent of 40 amperes and
between 0.1 seconds and I second for an overcurrent of 250 amperes.

3.2.1.15.2(R)Test Method. An HCPC must be constructed with the "pass sections"
intentionally shorted with no more than 0.05 ohms across any
solid state device. Connect the shorted power controller as
shown in Figure 1. Adjust load resistors for 40 amperes and
250 amperes. Apply rated supply voltage and record time Fail-Safe
element takes to clear. Repeat for each value specified.

3.2.1.16 Rupture Capacity

3.2.1.16.1 Requirement. When tested as specified, the controller shall
trip and there shall be no damage to the controller. The con-
troller shall be resettable within 10 minutes after each test.

3.L.1.16.2(R)Test Method. The controller shall be connected per Figure 1,
except that the power source shall b- calibrated for the specified
rupture curr-nc with the power term. als of the controller shcrted.
The open cirLcit voltage before application of the rupture current
shall be rated voltage. Records oi voltage, current and time shall
be obtained. The controller shall be subject to the following
test sequence.

a. Four (4) tests with the controller on before application
of the rupture current.

b. Four (4) tests with the controller off, rupture circuit
completed, and rupture current initiated by the controller
being turned on.

c. After preceding tests, test dielectric withstanding voltage
and 150% trip time.

There shall be sufficient time between rupture tests to
allow temperature stabilization.
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3.2.1.17 Temperature - Altitude

3.2.1.17.1 Requirement. Controllers shall turn-on, turn-off and trip
when overloaded when subjected to the temperature - altitude
conditions specified below.

3.2.1.17.2(R)Test Method. With the controller connected as shown in Figure 1,
test the controller in accordance with Procedure 7, Method 504,
of MIL-STD-810. The following details and exceptions shall apply:

a. Equipment Category - 6
b. Test Conditions - The minimum and maximum operating temper-

atures shall be -40 0C and +750C, respectively.

c. Test Item Operation - Full load

d. Heat Removal - During controller operation, the heat
removal apparatus shall be adjusted to allow the case
temoerature to rise to a maximum of 750C.

e. Inspection after tests shall consist of a visual inspection
of the design and construction, a dielectric withstanding
voltage test and verification that the controllers turn
on with maximum rated current, turns off and trips with an
overcurrent.

3.2.1.18 Shock

3.2.1.18.1 Requiremente. Controllers shall operate satisfactorily during
and after exposure to the shock stresses specified below.

3.2.1.18.2 Test Method. Controllers shall be connected as shown in Figure I
and tested in accordance with Procedure IV, Method 516 of MIL-
STD-810. The following details and exceptions shall apply:

a. Pulse Configuration - 50 G for 11 milliseconds

b. Eiectrical Load Conditions - In each of the six directions,
the controller shall be "ON" full load fcr the first shock
pulse and "OFF" for the second.

c. (Repeat 3.2.1.17.2 e.)
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3.2.1.19 Vibration

3.2.1.19.1 Requireent. Controllers shdll operate satisfactorily
during and after exposure to the vibration levels specified
biow.

3.2.1.19.2 Test Method. Coitrollers shall be connected as shown in
Figure and tested in accordance with Procedure II, Method
514 of MIL-STD-810. The following details and exceptions
shall apply:.

a. In Part 1, the sinusoidal vibration test curve shown

in Figure 4 of this specification shall be used.

b. Delete Part 2.

c. In Part 3, curve AH shall be used.

d. The time schedule of Table 514.2-IV shall be used.

e. Inspections during test - During the entire vibration
schedule, the controller shall be cycled 15 minutes
"OFF" and 15 minutes "ON", full load. All parameters
shall be monitored continuously.

f. Repeat 3.2.1.17.2 e.
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APPENDIX B
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Specification Sheet

High Current Power Controller

SPST I0A Normally Open

The complete recuirements for procuring the controllers
described herein shall consist of this document and the
latest issue of MIL.-P-81653.

2.625

6 5 3 25

2.50 TERMINAL IDENTIFICATION

TERMINAL FUNCTION
1 2 3 4

1 CONTROL +
2 CONTROL -

77_._ 3 TRIP SIGNIAL +
S4 TRIP SIGNAL

5 POWER IB
______________ 6 POWER OUT

. 7 NEUTRAL

2.312

1 ( '-•- CAPTIVE SCREWS
.34 6-32 UNC-3A THD

Y~ 812k
1v 62S 4.

Figure 1. Power Controller Package*1 C-2



Mechanical Characteristics

Configuration See Figure 1

Dimensions Inches

Enclosure Type 3 (Sealed, other than
hermetic)

Weight 20.0 ounces

Mounting Torque 15 in-lb

Terminal Strength
Pull Test Condition A, 5 pounds
Bend Test 5 pounds

Thermal Resistance
Case-to-sink O.25°C/watt with specified

mounting torque

Electrical Characteristics (-40°C to 750C Case Temperature unless otherwise

noted)

General

Circuit Arrangement SPST

Insulation Resistance 100 megohms minimum

Dielectric Withstanding Voltage Applicable

Isolation ApplicaHe

Life (Operating Cycle) 106 minimum

Radio Interference Applicable

Leakage Current 1 mA maximum at rated voltage

Common Mode Rejection Application

Power Dissipation On See Figure 2
Off 3.0 watt maximum

Power Circuit

Supply Voltage 115v nominal per MIL-STD-704
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Current 
10 amperes

Frequency, rated 400 Hz + 5%

Current Limiting Not applicable

Vdrop 
O.3V maximum

Ripple Current Not applicable

Rupture Capacity 400 ampere minimum

Overshoot Current Hot applicable

Fail-safe Current Upper limit of trip curve

Reset Immunity Applicable

Transients

Operating Voltage Applicable

Spike Overvoltage Applicable

Standby Power Applicable

Response 15 milliseconds maximum
Turn-on Time 20 milliseconds maximum

Turn-off Time

Trip Free 
Applicable

Trip Time 
See Figure 3

Nonrepetitive Reset Applicable
(2.0 seconds minimum

between rescts)

Repetition Reset Applicable

Trip Indication Signal
Trippndi S 1.5 volts dc maximum,
Tripped sink 10 mA maximum

Not Tripped 50 microamperes maximum,
dc leakage at 30 volts

3-Phase Power Controller N/A

Zero Voltage Turn-on Applicable

Zero Current Turn-off Applicable
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Control Circuit

SSupply Voltage +8.0 Vdc maximum
V+e5.0 Vdc rated

Turn-on Voltage +3.5 Vdc minimum
Rate of Change 0.5 volts/microsecond minimum

Turn-off Voltage +2.0 Vdc maximum
Rate of Change 0.5 volts/microsecond minimum

Input Current 10 milliamperes maximum at
+5.0 volts rate input voltage

Input Transient Applicable

Time to Reset 5.0 millisecond minimum
Removal 20.0 millisecond maximum

Environmental Characteristics

Case Temperature 0 t
Operating -40 C to +750C
Storage -65°C to +100 C

Shock
Mechanical 50G for 11 millisecond
Temperature -540C and 750C

Vibration Applicable

Acceleration 20G

Salt Fog Applicable

Humidity Applicable

Operation at TemperaturesExtreirc Applicable

Temperature Altitude Applicable

Operating Ambient -400C to 750C
Temperature Sea Level to 70,000 feet
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Specification Sheet

High Current Power Controller

3PST IOA Normally Open

The complete requirements for procuring the controllers
described herein shall consist of this document and the
latest issue of MIL-P-81653.

O5A 6B 5 DSC 3.250
3 1

27 2 25 TERMINAL IDENTIFICATION

o 6A 5B 0 06C TERMINAL FUNCTION
1I

1 CONTROL +
2 CONTROL -

_______________3 TRIP SIGNAL

4 TRIP SIGNAL-
5A, B, C POWER I.N
6A, B, C POWER OUT

B 07 NEUTRAL

2 312

CAPTIVE SCREWS
.34 6-32UNC-3A THD

Figure 1. Power Controller Package
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Mechanical Characteristics

Configuration See Figure 1

Dimensions 
Inches

Type 3 (Sealed, other than
Enclosure hermetic)

Weight 
31.0 ounces

Mounting loroue 15 in-lb

Terminal Strength Condition A, 5 pounds

Pull Test 5 pounds

Bend Test

Thermal Resistance O.25°C/watt with specified

Case-to-sink 
miounting torque

Electrical Characteristics (-40
0C to 750C Case Temperature unless othervwise

noted)

General

Circuit Arrangement 
3PST

insulation Resistance i00 megohms minimum

Dielectric Withstanding Voltage Applicable

Isolation 
Applicable

Life (Operating Cycle) 106 minimum

Radio Inte, Ference 
Applicable

Leakage Current per phase 1 mA maximum at rated voltage

Common Mode Rejection Application

Power Dissipation On See Figure 2

P rfo s.0 watt maximum

power Circuit

Supply Voltage 115v nominal per MIL-STD-?04
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Current 10 amperes per pnase

- Frequency. rated 400 Hz + 5%

Current Limiting Not applicable

Vdrop 0.3V maximum per phase

Ripple Current Not applicable

Rupture Capacity 400 ampere minimum per phase

* Overshoot Current Not applicable

Fail-safe Curccnt 
Upper limit of trip curve

Reset Ijmiunity Applicable

Transients

Operating Voltage Applicable

Spike Overvoltage Applicable

Standby Power Applicable

Response
TVrn-on Time 15 milliseconds maximum
turn-of Time 20 milliseconds maximum_• Turn-off Time

Trip Free Applicable

Trip Tine See Figure 3

Honrepetitive Reset Applicable
(2.0 seconds minimum
between resets)

Repetition Reset Applicable

Trip Indication Signal 1.5 volts dc maximum,Tripped 15vlsdmxmm

T p sink 10 mA maximum
SNot Tripped 50 microamperes maimrum,
o dc leakage at 30 volts

3-Phase Pover Controller Overcurrent shall trio all 3 phases

Zero Voltage Turn-on Applicable

Zero Current Turn-off Applicable
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Control Circuit
Suppoly Votagel 

*.0 Vdc maximum
Supply Voltage +4!.0 Vdc rated

Turn-on Voltage +3.5 Vdc minimum

Rate of Change O'-5 volts/microsecond minimumI

Turn-off Voltage +2.0 Vdc maximum

Rate of Change 0-5 volts/microsecond minirun

Input Current 10 milliamperes maximum at
45.0 volts rate input voltage

Input Transient Applicable

Time to Reset 5-O millisecond minimum

Removal 20.0 millisecond maximum

Environmental Characteristics

Case Temperature 0 o
Operating -40°C to +75°•

Storage -65 C to +100 C

Shock
Mechanical 5OG for 11 millisecond

Temperature -540C and 75
0C

Vibration Applicable

Acceleration 2OG

Salt Fog Applicable

Humidity Applicable

Operation at Temperatures
Extreme Applicable

Temperature Altitude Applicable

Operating Ambient -400C to 750C
Temperature Sea Level to 70,000 feet

c-13
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Specification Sheet

High Current Power Controller

3PST 50A Normally Open

The complete requirements for procuring the controllers
described herein shall consist of this document and the
latest issue of MIL-P-81653.

3.750

~5C 6C ~ i4.375
5] 5B 68 q 3.640 TERMINAL IDENTIFICATION I

j] 5A 6A TERMINAL FUNCTION
__I CONTROL +

7 2 CONTROL -

TRIP SIGNAL -T S

5A, B, C POWER IN
6.375 6A, B, C POWER OUT

7 NEUTRAL

- PWR TER14INALS-7 10-32 UNF-2A
THREADED STUD

2.312

S• CAPTIVE SCREWS
__....____.34__l0-32UNF-3A THD

Figure 1. Power Controller Package
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Mechanical Characteristics

Configuration See Figure 1

Dimensions Inches

Enclosure Type 3 (Sealed, other than
hermetic)

Weight 69 ounces

Mounting Torque 15 in-lb

Terminal Strength
Pull Test Condition A, 5 pounds
Bend Test 5 pounds

Thermal Resistance
Case-to-sink 0.15 C/vwatt with specified

mounting torque

Electrical Characteristics (-4d'C to 750C Case Temperature unless otherwise

noted)

General

Circuit Arrangement 3PST

Insulation Resistance 100 megohms minimum

Dielectric Withstanding Voltage Applicable

Isolation Applicable

Life (Operating Cycle) 106 minimum

Radio Interference Applicable

Leakage Current per phase 1 M maximum at rated voltage

Common Mode Rejection Application

Power Dissipation On See Figure 2
Off 5.0 watt maximum

Oower Circuit

Supply Voltage 115Y nominal per MIL-STD-704
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50 amperes per phase
Current400 

Hz 5%
Frequency, rated

Current Limiting 
Not applicable

Vdrop 
O.3V maximum per phase

SRipple Current Not applicable

Rupture Capacity 
2000 ampere minimum per phase

Overshoot Current 
Not applicable

Fail-safe Current 
Upper limit of trip curve

Reset Imm~unity 
Applicable

Transients Applicable

Operating Voltage Applicable

Spike Overvoltage Applicable

Standby Power

Response milliseconds maximum
Turn-on Time i0 milliseconds maximum

Turn-off Time
i Applicable

-- • Trip Free

Trip Time 
See Figure 3

teApplicable
Roni . ;tive Reset (2.0 seconds minimum

between resets)

S~Applicable
Repetition Reset

Trip Indication Signal 1.5 volts dc maximum,

Tripped ,nk 10 nmA maximum
-ot50 microamperes raxiuulr,
Not Tripped dc leakage at 30 volts

3-Phase Power Controller 
Overcurrent shall trip all 3 ph

Zero Voltage Turn-on Applicabla

Zero Current Turn-off 
Applicable
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Control Circuit
-+8.0 Vdc maximum

Supply Voltage 4S.0 Vdc rated

+3.5 Vdc minimum
Turn-on Voltage 0.5 volts/microsecond minimum

Rate of Change
+2.0 Vdc maximum

Turn-off Voltage 0.5 volts/microsecond minimum
Rate of Change

u0 milliamperes maximum at
Input Current +5.0 volts rate input voltage

Input Transient 
Applicable

5.0 millisecond minimum
Time to Reset 20.0 millisecond maximum

Removal

Environmental Characteristics

Case Temperature -400C to +75°0
Operating -650C to +100 Cil Storage

Shock 50G for 11 millisecond
Mechanical -540C and 750CS~Temperature

Vibration 
Applicable

Acceleration 
20G

Salt rog 
Applicable

Humidity 
Applicable

Operation at Temperatures
Extreme Applicable

Temperature Altitude Applicable

pri bn.400C to 750C
Operating ATbient Sea Level to 70,000 feet

Temperature
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Specification Sheet

High Current Power Controller

3PST 400A Normally Open

The complete requirements for procuring the controllers
described herein shall consist of this document and the
latest issue of MIL-P-81653.

10.500

1 -3 EQ SP =8.820

5 5.Bo 5A TERMINAL IDENTIFICATION

, 3 .500 TERMINAL FUNCTION
I 9- 1 ' 0 E 1 /1 CONTROL +

2 CONTROL -
-3 TRIP SIGNAL +

4 TRIP SIGNAL
5A, B, C POWER IN

|I__ ... . 1.56 W6A, B, C ER OUT,$ '-- l 3.8 N EUTRAL.

PWR TERMINALS1 --- -1/4-28 UNF-2A
4.62F THREADED STUDS

3.37. 3.75

CAPTIVE SCREWS
-. 34 10-32 UNF-3A THDS

Figure 1. Power Controller Package
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Mechanical Characteristics

Configuration See Figure 1

Dimensions Inches

Enclosure Type 3 (Sealed, other than
hermetic)

Weight 16 pounds

Mounting Torque 15 in-lb

Terminal Strength
Pull Test Condition A, 5 pounds

Bend Test 5 pounds

Thermal Resistance
Case-to-sink 0.15 C/watt with specified

mounting torque

Electrical Characteristics (-400C to 75°C Case Temperature unless otherwise

noted)

Genera',

Circuit Arrangement 3PST

Insulation Resistance 100 megohms minimum

Dielectric Withstanding Voltage Applicable

Isolation Applicable

Life (Operating Cycle) 106 minimum

Radio Interference Applicable

Leakage Current per phase I1r maximum at ratee voltage

Cormmon Mode Rejection Application

Power Dissipation On See Figure 2
Of 5.0 watt maximum

Power Circuit

Supply Voltage 115v nominal per MIL-STD-704

2
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Current 400 ampere per phase

Frequency, rated 
400 Hz + 5%

Current Limiting 
Not applicable

O.3V maximum per phase
Vdrop

Ripple Current 
Not applicable

Rupture Capacity 5000 ampere minimum per phase
•I N ot applicable

Overshoot Cucrent

Fail-safe Current 
Upper limit of trip curve

Reset Immunity 
Applicable

Transients Apglicable

Operating Voltage Applicable

Spike Overvoltage Applicable

Standby Powrer

Response 15 milliseconds maximum
Turn-on Time 30 milliseconds raximum~Turn-off Time

Trip Free 
Applicable

Trip Time 
See Figure 3

Honrepetitive RApplicable
(2.0 seconds mieimunz

Reset between resets)

Repetition Reset 
Applicable

Trip Indication Signal 1.5 volts dc maxinum,

Tripped sink 10 •A maximum
Not Tripped 50 microamperes maxiMum,

dc leakage at 30 volts

3-Phase Powzer Controller Overcurrent shall trip all 3 ph'e-

Zero Voltage Turn-on Applicable

Zero Current Turn-off Applicable
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Control Circuit #8.0 Vdc maximum

Supply Voltage 45.0 Vdc rated

+3.5 Vdc minimum
Turn-on Voltage 0.5 volts/microsecotid iinim.u.; .• Rate of Change

Tr-f olae2.0 Vdc maximum
Turn-off Voltage 0.5 volts/microsecond minilun
npt Cur ne 10 milliamperes maximum at

SInput Current +5.0 volts rate input vostage

Input TransiEnt 
Applicable

5.0 millisecond minimum
Time to Reset 20.0 millisecond m.aximum

Removal

Environmental Characteristics

Case Temperature -40°C to +75°0

Operating -65eC to +100 C

Storage

Shock 5OG for 11 millisecond
!iechanical 540oc and 75mC

Temperature

Vibrati(.n 
Applicabie

Acceleration 
20G

Salt Fog 
Applicable

Humidity 
Applicable

Operation at Temperarur,'- Applicable
Extreme

Al, titude Applicable

-40 0C to 75°C
SOpcrrting P,•.bient Sea Level to 70,000 feet

Tempera ture


